The discovery observations of two new slowly pulsating subdwarf B stars (V1093 Her stars), BPS CS22890−74 and PB 7032, are presented. Both stars are highly multiperiodic, and havefor V1093 Her stars -large amplitudes. Published descriptions of the (wavelength) spectra of the stars conflict, but new spectra show that both are sdB stars with effective temperatures below 30 000 K. BPS CS22890−74 has a cool companion.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Neither star discussed in this paper can be described as 'wellstudied'; each currently has four references listed in the SIMBAD data base.
BPS CS22860−74 (aliases Balloon 081400001, BPS BS16559− 0077) was identified as an ultraviolet-excess star by Bixler, Bowyer & Laget (1991) . Follow-up optical spectroscopy (3600-7000 Å, 7 Å resolution; or 3800-7200 Å, 10 Å resolution -the setup for individual stars is not given) was then obtained for candidate subluminous objects, including BPS CS22890−74. The spectrum was found to be composite, showing both features of a cool star (G band, Mg I) and a hot object (He I and He II lines). The latter set of lines suggests that the hot component could be an sdO star, or a He-rich sdB star.
By contrast, based on their spectrum (3700-4500 Å, 1.2 Å resolution), Beers et al. (1992) classify the star 'sdB', and give equivalent widths of 0.98 and 0.17 Å for the He I 4387 and 4471 lines, respectively. They do not include BPS CS22860−74 amongst the objects they find to be composite. Furthermore, the authors provide a calibration of temperature on the photometric index
Using the photometry V = 13.95, (B − V) = 0.09 and (U − B) = −0.69 obtained by Norris, Ryan & Beers (1999) , Q = −0.75 and a temperature of T eff ≈ 25 000 K follows -far below sdO star temperatures. Of course, this pre-supposes that the colour indices have not been contaminated by a hidden cooler companion. However, for a very cool companion, the (B − V) index is the more likely of the two indices to be too red: reducing it would further decrease the derived temperature.
The two-micron all-sky survey (2MASS) near-infrared magnitudes of BPS CS22860−74 are J = 13.50(0.027), H = 13.38(0.025) and K S = 13.31(0.037) (Skrutskie et al. 2006) , where the numbers E-mail: ckoen@uwc.ac.za in brackets are the quoted error sizes. The optical and infrared magnitudes can be combined to give colour indices which can be compared to those of single and composite hot subdwarfs, as presented by Stark & Wade (2003) , and Reed & Stiening (2004) Fig. 6 ). The relatively red (B − V) index suggests that the spectral type of the companion cannot be very late. (Note that reddening is modest -E(B − V) < 0.1 mag - Schuster et al. 2004.) A low (5 Å) resolution spectrum of BPS CS22890−74, obtained by Robert Czanik (Northwest University, South Africa), is plotted in Fig. 1 . The spectrum is the result of a 1200 s exposure with the Grating Spectrograph of the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO), which was mounted on the SAAO 1.9 m telescope at Sutherland. The spectrum has been wavelength and flux calibrated.
The general appearance of the spectrum (steep rise at short wavelengths; the width, and depth and number of hydrogen lines) confirms that the star is a hot subdwarf. Interestingly, there are no signs of He absorption. Model fits to the Balmer line profiles, kindly provided by Dr. Stephan Geier (University Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany), give T eff = 29400 ± 2300 K and log g = 5.6 ± 0.3.
Closer scrutiny of the spectrum reveals the presence of Ca K and Na D lines, G-band absorption and Mg I features just shortwards of 5200 Å. All these point to the presence of a cool companion to the sdB star. The Na line implies a spectral type later than F, while the strength of the K line, and the weakness of the Mg I features, point to a type earlier than mid-K. In fact, the spectrum bears a strong resemblance to that of EC 14026−2647 , for which O'Donoghue et al. (1997) derived a spectral typing of sdB+G2.
The reader's attention is drawn to the emission near 5575Å: the same feature was seen in a second spectrum of the star, hence it is probably not an artefact. No ready explanation comes to mind. In addition to the measurements mentioned above there is also published Strömgren (Schuster et al. 2004) and Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) photometry of BPS CS22890−74.
The spectrum of PB 7032 (BPS CS22965-31), the second subject of this paper, has also been described as composite. Berger & Fringant (1984) write ' . . . spectrum gives a type sdB; a faint K line and possible emissions at Hβ, Hγ , Hδ suggest a composite or peculiar star . . . '. As for BPS CS22890−74 above, two-colour diagrams provide a partial check. Strömgren photometry V = 13.222, (b − y) = −0.096, m 1 = 0.099 and c 1 = −0.041 was obtained by Kilkenny (1987) , and UBV photometry V = 13.083, (B − V) = −0.235, (U − B) = −0.666 by Beers et al. (2007) . The latter set of authors estimate the reddening to be low -E(B − V) = 0.042 mag. The 2MASS near-infrared magnitudes are J = 13.61(0.023), H = 13.62(0.034) and K S = 13.63(0.041) (Skrutskie et al. 2006) . In this case the star's colour indices lie well within the cloud of single-star values in two-colour diagrams, i.e. there is no photometric evidence that it is composite. Of course, it goes without saying that the near-infrared photometry is only useful for detecting late-type companions -white dwarfs or other compact objects require other means of detection. Dr. Elizabeth Green Steward Observatory has generously shared the information that she has obtained six low-dispersion, high signal-to-noise spectra of PB 7032, none of which showed emission features. Professor Gilles Fontaine (Université de Montréal) obtained good non-LTE model fits to the combined spectra with parameters T eff = 27720 ± 170 K and log g = 5.5 ± 0.03. PB 7032 has been monitored for rapid variability (15 s time resolution -Østensen et al. 2010a) with negative results.
There are, in fact, two major classes of oscillating sdB starsrapid pulsators with periods of a few minutes (the EC 14026 or V361 Hya stars; Kilkenny et al. 1997) , and slow pulsators with typical dominant periods of 1-2 h (the PG 1716 or V1093 Her stars; Green et al. 2003) . A brief summary, in the context of the Extended Horizontal Branch star evolution, can be found in Østensen (2009) . The V361 Hya stars are hotter (T eff > 30 000 K), and have higher gravities (log g > 5.6) than the longer period pulsators, but there is some overlap with a few of the hotter V1093 Her stars also showing rapid pulsations (the 'hybrid' or 'DW Lyn' stars). Asteroseismology of these stars is of some interest, as it may be of help to learn about the internal structure of the stars, and thus about their evolutionary history.
The two stars discussed above are new examples of slowly pulsating sdB stars, in terms of both their long periods and their lower effective temperatures.
T H E O B S E RVAT I O N S
All measurements were made with the SAAO STE4 CCD camera mounted on the SAAO 1.9-m telescope at Sutherland, South Africa. The field of view of the camera on the telescope is 2.4 × 2.4 arcmin 2 . Both starfields are quite sparse, with a single bright comparison star in each case. Measurements of at least one fainter star in the field were also obtained, as a safeguard (e.g. to rule out the possibility that variability originated in the bright comparison stars). Pre-binning of the images was performed throughout, giving a reasonable readout time of about 17 s.
Observations were cycled through either the V and R C filters (BPS CS22890−74) or the B and R C filters (PB 7032). The R C filter was selected as it gave good signal-to-noise ratio results for both programme and comparison stars. The comparison star for PB 7032 was bright enough that observations were also obtained through the B filter, for which sdB star pulsation amplitudes are expected to be larger than in the red. The BPS CS2280−74 comparison star was fainter, and therefore the V filter was used instead. Observations through two filters give two data sets, which, although not entirely independent, at least provide some check on the reality of lowamplitude pulsation frequencies. Restricting observations to two filters still allows good time resolution. The observing logs for the two stars are given in Table 1 .
Photometric reductions were performed using an automated version of DOPHOT (Schechter, Mateo & Saha 1993) . Both point spread function and aperture magnitudes were obtained: the former were preferred due to the smaller noise levels. Differential measurements with respect to the bright comparison stars were calculated in order to deal with changing atmospheric conditions.
Illustrative light curves of the two stars are plotted in Figs 2 and 3.
F R E Q U E N C Y A NA LY S I S

BPS CS22890−74
The amplitude spectra of the full BPS CS22860−74 V-and R-filter data sets are shown in Fig. 4 . The results conform to expectations for slowly pulsating sdB in several ways -the frequencies of maximal power, evident multiperiodicity and larger amplitudes at the shorter wavelength. In order to study the frequency content of the data the standard procedure is followed of successive pre-whitening of sinusoids. This consists of (i) finding the frequency at which the periodogram or amplitude spectrum of the data is maximum; (ii) fitting, by ordinary least-squares regression, a sinusoid with this frequency to the data and (iii) subtracting the fitted sinusoid from the observations. Steps (i)-(iii) are repeatedly executed, until it is deemed that all the 'signal' has been extracted from the data.
Two points are worth highlighting. The first is that it is obviously desirable to use an objective measure which can be used to establish at which point to terminate the pre-whitening procedure. Unfortunately, there is currently no statistically rigorous stopping criterion. The method followed here is to compare the results for the two filters, and to retain those frequencies which seem to be common to the two data sets. The second point to be made concerns the word 'seem' in the previous sentence. Random noise gives rise to uncertainties in the frequencies (and, of course, amplitudes and phases) of the sinusoids extracted from the data. A second substantial effect is 'aliasing', or cycle count ambiguities, in the frequencies, induced by the large gaps between the four strings of time series measurements.
The pre-whitening procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The top panel shows the amplitude spectrum after pre-whitening by the most prominent frequency identified from the top panel of Fig. 4 . Further panels in Fig. 5 give the results of removing further sinusoids. The Table 2 . The results of successive pre-whitening steps for both BPS CS22860−74 data sets. Frequencies are listed in the order in which they were extracted from the V-filter data. The corresponding rank of the frequency in the R-filter data is in the fourth column. Formal standard errors of estimates are given in brackets. procedure was terminated after the extraction of 10 frequencies, since no further apparent correspondences between frequencies in the data for the two filters were seen. Note that there is substantial residual power left below 30 d −1 in the spectrum at the bottom of Fig. 5 : compare the level of the spectrum at higher frequencies, averaging below 0.5 mmag.
The results for the two filters are summarized in Table 2 . Frequencies are listed in the order in which they have been extracted from the V data, with the corresponding ranking in the R data given in Column 4. There is no feature in the R data corresponding to frequency 7 (9.05 d −1 ) in the V data. In a number of cases (V-filter frequencies 2, 5, 6 and 8) 1 d −1 aliases are seen in the R-filter data. The next step in the analysis was to use the set of seven common frequencies as starting values for a non-linear least squares (NLS) procedure which iteratively re-determined best-fitting frequencies, amplitudes and phases for all values simultaneously. Note that the same aliases were used as input for both data sets, V and R. The residuals left after convergence of the NLS algorithm were again subjected to a sequential linear least-squares pre-whitening procedure, which led to the identification of a further two common frequencies -8.39 and 3.99 d Finally, all nine frequencies, with associated amplitudes and phases, were simultaneously fitted to the data by the NLS method, with the results given in Table 3 . Note that the lowest frequency (∼4 d −1 ) is almost certainly an artefact, induced by differential extinction (since BPS CS22890−74 is much bluer than the comparison star). This frequency aside, V-filter amplitudes are consistently a little larger than those seen in R, as expected. Note also that, within the errors, variations measured through the two filters are in phase.
The amplitude spectra of the residuals of the NLS procedure are plotted in Fig. 6 : clearly all prominent features common to the two data sets have been removed. The reader's attention is also drawn to the fact that with the exception of the 4 d −1 variation in V, all terms in Table 3 have amplitudes at least a factor of 3 larger than the mean noise level. The R-filter fit is illustrated in Fig. 7. 
PB 7032
A glance at Fig. 3 shows that the time spacing of the PB 7032 data is awkward -two sets of runs, separated by about 3 months. There are also gaps within the two sets of runs. A sensible approach seems to be to separately combine the first two nights, and last two nights of observation -this gives two independent data sets, for which the aliasing is not too complicated (see Fig. 8 ). Amplitude spectra of the B-filter observations for the two two-night data sets are plotted in Fig. 9 . The spectrum in the bottom panel, in particular, suggests the presence of at least four modes with frequencies higher than 10 d −1 . It is clear that the data do not lend itself to the extraction of definitive frequencies. None the less, for the sake of completeness, the results of successive frequency pre-whitening are given in Table 4 , for the two two-night data combinations. Results are given for each of the two filters. In the first part of the table the frequencies are given in the order in which they were extracted.
In the second part of Østensen et al. (2010a) for rapid pulsations.] Furthermore, the orders of the R-filter frequencies have been adjusted in an effort to match these to the B-filter values, Table 5 . A summary of some of the observables of published PG 1716 stars. All frequencies are quoted if three or fewer have been found, otherwise the range of values is given. Hybrid fast/slowly pulsators (DW Lyn stars) are marked with asterisks; for these only the lower PG 1716-like frequencies are considered. The V magnitudes were taken from Østensen (2006) : for HS 0702+6043 and HS 2201+2610 only B magnitudes are available, hence V was estimated assuming (B − V) ≈ −0.35. The V magnitude of J08656.7+1527 is from Baran et al. (2011a bearing in mind aliasing. The author will err on the side of caution, and refrain from drawing any conclusions from the table.
C L O S I N G R E M A R K S
Although the incidence of V1093 Her-type pulsation in sdB stars may be high, the amplitudes are generally very low (e.g. Østensen et al. 2010c ). The pulsation amplitudes of the two new variables are the highest seen in slowly pulsating sdB stars -see Table 5 , which is an updated version of table 5 in Koen & Green (2010) . The frequency content of the observations of PB 7032 and BPS CS22890−74 is unremarkable, aside from the lowest frequency in the latter star being a little lower than previously seen. (It should be noted though that even lower frequencies have been found in Kepler observations of V1093 Her stars -see e.g. Baran et al. 2011b .) Table 6 contains further information -effective temperatures, gravities and binary periods, where known. The two new discoveries are not unusual in any of these attributes. The Kepler mission has discovered a further 12 pulsators of this type (Reed et al. 2010; Kawaler et al. 2010; Baran et al. 2011b ) and one new hybrid pulsator (Østensen et al. 2010b ). The detection level of Kepler is far superior to that currently attainable from the ground, so that typically many more modes are seen in its data. Only two of the amplitudes detected by Kepler exceed two millimagnitudes.
The temperature and gravity determinations of BPS CS22890−74 in Table 6 suggest that the star may have physical properties typical of the hybrid oscillators which show both rapid and slow pulsations. It would therefore be worthwhile to test it for the presence of short period variations.
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